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Abstract. We formulate the rudiments of a method for assessing the difficulty of dividing a 
computational problem into “independent simpler parts”. This work illustrates measures of 
complexity which attempt to capture the distinction between “local” and “global” computational 
problems. One such measure is the covering multiplicity, or average number of partial compu- 
tations which take account of a given piece of data. Another lneasure reflects the intuitive notion 
of a “highly interconnected” computational problem, for which subsets of the data cannot be 
processed “in isolation”. These ideas are applied in the setting of computational geometry to 
show that the connectivity predicate has unbounded covering multiplicity and is highly inter- 
connected; and in the setting of numerical computations to measure the complexity of evaluating 
polynomials and solving systems of linear equations. 
1. Intrtwduction 
Many approaches to computational complexity focus on issues concerning the 
speed of computation: How many basic operations are required to compute a given 
function? How can computation time be decreased by performing operations in 
par4lel rather than serially? What are the time-space tradeoffs for a given class of 
algorithms? There is, however, another kind of complexity. This is the organiza- 
tional or structurd complexity of processes realized by large numbers of inter- 
connected elements. Structural complexity is an important concern in many of the 
difficult areas to which computational methods are just beginning to be applied. Ftir 
example, in exploring computational models for vision [6], one is struck by the fact 
tha? for a contemporary digital comljuter, the ratio of connections to components is 
about three, whereas for the mammalian cortex it lies between 110 and 10 000. .4 
comparison such as this raises a challenge for theoretical computer sc’enze: Is it 
possible to characterize those computational problems whosr solrltiort i$ inhered! 
better suited to a highly interconnected wwtwe than to a weakly interconnected 
structure? 
A similar issue arises in the study of disitributed computation an6 computei- 
networks. Yn this settiilg, an entity such as a igF t be wide;> dist~~b~t~~d 
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among the nodes of a network. Analyses of sorting or searching the data base must 
be con@ued not only with elementary oflrations but also with internodal com- 
mu+ation. Consider, for example, solving a large system of linear equations, 
where each colum~n -of the matrix r&ides at a different node. If the network is 
far-f&g, the time and cost of communication could dominate the solution process, 
and arithmetic operations performed at individ&d nodes might be viewed simply as 
overhead. In a case Eke this, one would be concerned with minimizing, not 
necessarily the number of operations, but rather the total amount of information 
which must be shippeld across the network, What complexity measure is ap- 
propriate to this problem? 
Many of the issues in structural complexity revolve around the notion of “1 *au 
and global” or “parts arid wholes”. Loosely speaking, a computational problem is 
inherently local if it can be divided into small., weakly interacting modules. A 
computational problem is inherently global if any way of dividing it into pieces must 
entail substantial interaction among the pieces. Creating a useful theory of loca! 
and global is of course a formidable task, and this paper can be no more than an 
initial attempt. I introduce a measure, called the covering multiplicity, which reflects 
the organizational complexity of a problem in the sense hinted at above. Covering 
multiplicity is, roughly, the number of independent parts of a process which must 
take account of a given piece of data. In visual processing this might be, for 
example, the average number of “low level” elements influenced by a given patch 
of the retina. The concept of covering multiplicity surely does not capture all of 
what might be meant by “local and global in computation”; but it is at least a 
start. 
This introduction continues with a review of the setting established by Minsky 
and Papert [7] in their analysis of the perceptron. We will make use of the same 
basic framework, although many of Minsky and Papert’s techniques, relying 
fundamentally <In the linearity of the perceptron’s decision element, are unsuitable 
in the present, more general setting. Section 2 of the paper begins the formal 
presentation, providing definitions both of covering multiplicity and also another 
complexity measure based on the idea of a “highly interconnected” computation. 
We find that computations which determine whether or not a geometric figure is 
connected must exhibit arbitrarily high covering multiplicity, and must be highly 
interconnected, thus providing a justification of Minsky amd Papert’s intuitive guess 
chose [in studying perceptrons] to investigate connectedness because of a 
be&f that this predicate is nonlocal in some very deep sense.” Section 3 turns from 
geometry to the computation of real-valued functions and gives a necessary and 
sufficient condition for “compr:;ational decomposability” which is used to identify 
multivariate polynomials whose evaluation requires arbitrarily high covering 
multiplicity. We also discuss the matrix problem cited above. The conclusion notes 
some of the many questions which are left untouched in this initial treatment of 
Lucas a
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1.1. The perceptron framework 
Minsky and Papert’s theory begins with an idealized retina R, winach is simply a 
collection of n poin:s. Figures on the retina are subsets X c R. We can think of R 
as @le squares in a two-dimensional plane grid and “arbitrary geometric figures” as 
approximated by some collection of squares. A predicate on R is a function f hm 
figures on R to (0, I}. The support off is the set of all points of R which affect the 
value of f, and the order of f is the size of support(f). A perceptron is a predicate 
which has the form 
where fi are predicates and 0, ai, a2, . . . are real numbers. (We follow Minsky and 
Papert in using the notation [some condition] to signify the predicate whose value 
is 1 if the condition is true and 0 if the condition is false.) The order of the perceptron 
is the maximum order of any of the fj. Minsky and Papert characterize the 
complexity of geometric predicates in terms of the order of the perceptrons which 
comprlte them. They demonstrate, for example, that the predicate IX is connec- 
ted] has infinite order, that is, the order of any perceptron which computes connec- 
tivity must become arbitrarily large as the size of the retina becomes large. 
1.~. Insufiiiency of the perceptron analysis as a general theory of local and globai 
The notion of order has considerable appeal as a characterization of “local versus 
global” : A low order perceptron is local-the partial predicates can ma.ke in- 
dependent computations based on small patchles or’ the retina. A high order 
computztion is global-individual partial predicates must access Zarge portion!; of the 
retina. Unfortunately, this characterization fails Iwhen we consider structures more 
general than the perceptron. 
A perceptron can be viewed as a composition of functions f = g( fl, fz, , . . , fr) 
where g is a predicate on Boolean r-tuples. In a perceptron, g must be a linear 
threshold function. We would like to consider more general computational schemes 
in which there are no restrictions on g. Extending Minsky and Papert’s results to 
this more general setting, however, raises many problems. Consider their paradigm 
result: Collectivity is not of finite order. This fohows from an analysis whose main 
step is: Parity, that is, the predicate 
[X contains an even number of points] 
is not of finite order. But this can be true only in the linear threshold context. If we 
il this restriction, ‘hen the determination of parit>, can be as “local” as we 
please: For any arbit ~aijt division of the retina into disjoint sets Si let 
fi(X)= TX n Si has even 
Then X has even parity if and only if t 
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To obtain a hold on what makes the above parity compui’ation ‘610ca1” and why 
we suspect hat any connectivity computation must be “global” notice that for 
parity the supports are &&&~+zach ppitit of the retina is examined by only one 
partial predicate. Moreover, any division of th6 retina into disjoint sets can serve as 
the partial piedicate stipports for computing parity. Let’s examine in this light a 
predicate which we might agree is “local”, the property of being locally comfex, 
whi5i.t can be determined by checking &at X has non-negative curvature at each of 
its boundary points. Even though this determination is “locall’, it cannot be easily 
realized with disjoint supports. Suppose, for example, that we divide the retina in 
two disjoint halves and attempt o compute local convexity. Consider the shape ia 
Fig. 1. Although it is not convex, the point of negative curvature will be undetected 
Fig. 1. With disjoint supports, the paint of negative curvature is missed. 
in either support. But this is hardly a fundamental problem. We merely need to 
aillow a bit of overlap as in Fig. 2, so that a few points of the retina lie in more than 
one support, and our local compu%tion can proceed without problem. We suspect, 
though, that no such simple scherae can work for connectivity. In deterinining 
connectivity, we would guess, points mu.ct in general be accessed by many partial 
predicates. This provides motivation for our definition of covering multiplicity: ZJze 
covering multiplicity p is the avera#ge number of partial predicates which examine a 
given point on the retirra. 
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Fig. 2. Curvature is detected using overlapping supports. 
2. Support structures for geometric predicates 
2.1. Basic definitions 
Definition 2.1.1. For any function of n variables f(xl, . . . , x,) the set R = 
0, l * 0, n} is called the retina of f. The support of f is the smallest set S c R such 
that 
,+I, * . * 9 Xn)=f(Yl, * - *, yn), 
whenever xi = yi for all i E S. 
Throughout Section 2, we shall assume that the functions concerned are Boolean 
functions of Boolean variables, although later on we shall also consider real-valued 
functions of real variables. Note that if R is finite, then any function has a unique 
support. 
Debition 2.1.2. A support structure 011 a retina R is a sequence of the form 
H=&, . . . , S), 
where Si c R. Note that the Si need not be cnstinct. The number r is called the rank 
of I-6. The order of H is the maximum over j of &I. For any A c R define covH(A) 
io be the number of supports of the structure which intersect A: 
coY~(A)=l(i': An Sj#@}1. 
The 1:overing multiplicity of H is the average over R of the number of supports 
conta\ining a given point: 
P(H) = (l/n) C cov(W. 
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Note that the. sum *over R of, cov((i)) is precisely the number of pairs (i, S,) where 
i E Sk Therefore, if all the Sj have the same size k, then the covering multiplicity, the 
order, the rank and the size of the retina are related by p(H)@ = k~. 
.Defin&ion 2.i.3. A ‘support structure HT= &) is said to admit a function 
f(x1 ) . . . , xn) if f canbe’represented in the‘form - 
f=dfl,...,fri 
where support (fi) = Si for i = 1, . ., . , r. 
If f is a function from (0, llR to’{O, l}, i.e., a “predicate on R”, we might try to 
define the covering multiplicity of f to ‘be the minimum covering multiplicity of any 
support structure which admits f. But this will not work, since any predicate is 
admitted by the multiplicity 1 structure ({I}, {2}, . . . , (n}). Covering multipl; ‘ty- 
therefore, is not a useful measure of complexity when considering structures 
consisting of many small supports. We will concentrate on thz opposite situation, in 
which we attempt o keep the ranks of the structures bounded for large retinas bv 
using larger and larger supports. One example of this kind of structure is the 
fractional support structure, in which each support is some fixed fraction of the entire 
retina: 
De@nition 2.1.4. Let M be a positive integer. A sulpport structure H on a retina R 
is said to be a l/M-fractional support structure if each support in H has size n/M. 
(If M does not divide n evenly we suppose each support to have size within *? of 
athis value.) 
Strictly speaking, of course; a predicate f is defined only for a particular etina, so 
it makes no formal sense to speak of “computing f on large retinas”. On the other 
hand, we can think of properties like “parity” and “connectedness” as defining 
entire families of predicates, one predicate for each retina. We can now define the 
covering multiplicity of such a predicate (family) in the context of fractional. 
supports. 
DeflnUon 2.1.5. For any predicate f on R and positive integer M we define 
~(fi M, R), the covering multiplicfty of f for I/M-fractional su3ports to be the 
minimum p of any l/M-fractional support structure which admts fi 
Detitiorn 2.X.6. A predicate family f is said to have covering multiplicity at most B 
for all fructional supports, p (f; fracj s B, if, for all M, p (f, M, R) is uniformlv 
bounded by B on large retinas. That is, for any M there should exist a bound n, 
such that ~(f, M, R)G B for dny retina R with IR f > n&f. If such a finite value B 
exists, we say that f has finite cove&q multiplicity for fractional supports. 
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2.2. Examples 
To illustrate the above definitions, we compute the covering multiplicitv !or 
l/M-fractional supports for the local convexity predicate, using the cotnrputstion 
outlined in Section 1.2. We noted that local convexity can be determined by 
examining each boundary point of the figure in question, and that this can be done 
with supports that do not overlap, except for small “interfaces” along the edges. 
Suppose that the retina is a square h units on a side, n = h2. Using supports of 
order n/M we divide R into M strips, each strip a rectangle of size h by h/M. We 
must also assign additional partral ‘nl functions to examine the interfactis between the 
strips. (See Fig. 3.) Each interface is itself a strip of width 2, and thus one additional 
support (of order il?/M) can contak lr2/2M interfaces (each of size 2h). Since there 
are M- 1 interfaces in all, we ,leed 2M(112- 1)/h additional “interface supports”. 
INTERFACES 
Fig. 3. Retina divided in!=, strips 
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So the entire structure for local convexity has 
r T:rank = # (strips)+ # (interface supports) = M + 2M(M - 1)/h ; 
k =order = h2/M; 
Eiramp~e 2;2*%. On a s&arc ietina 3, predicate f = [X is locally convex1 has 
I CL(f.~,R)61+2(M.-1)~J~* 
Consequently, for any E > 0, we’ have fi (f; frac) < 1 t- C. 
As a second example, consider the predicate [X is a single, solid rectanglel. 33s 
can be computed by partial functions which “count the corners of X”. That is, M 
figure X is a single solid rectangle if and only if its boundary contains precisely four 
“convex corners” (Fig. 4a), no %oncave corners” (Fig. 4b) and no “doubh, 
corners” (Fig. 4~). This computation can be performed with almost the same; 
support structure as used above, i.e., by dividing the retina into disjoint strips 
together with “interface” strips of width 2. This time, however, we assign three 
(a) CONVEX (b) CONCAVE 
Fig. 4. Corner clusters for detecting rectangles. 
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partial functions, hence three supports, to each of the strips. ln each support A, the 
three corresponding partial functions fr, f2, f3 output 0 or 1 as follows: 
(1) If X n A contains concave corners, double corners, or more than f&h convex 
corners, then all fi output 1. 
(2) Otherwise the three functions output the nun&e, (from 0 to 4, counting in 
binary) of convex corners of X n A. 
Using this information, the function g can determipe whether or sot X is a 
restangle., The covering multiplicity here is thrt: 2 *A - a,,c~ as great as for local con- 
vexity: 
Example 2.2.2. If f is the predicate [X is a single solid rectangle] then for any 
E >O, p(f; frac)<3+&. 
These examples illustrate predicates that can be compUPed with srnali covering 
multiplicity. On the other hand, we find that no fixed bound on covering multi- 
plicity can suEice for computing arbitrary predicates on large retinas: 
Proposition 2.2.3. Let M be a positive integer, and E a po&w wal eumber. l&r: any 
I/M-fractional support structure H which admits all predicates oe a retina K must 
have 
pr&ded r is sufficiently large with respect to M. . 
Proof. There are Z2” predicates on a retina of size n. Consider, on the other hand, 
the number of predicates admitted by support structures of rank r and order k. For 
each of the r partial predicates fi there are n 0 k, 
wqs of c:hoosing support( and 
having selected a support, there are then 2*” functions fi with that support. In 
addition, there arc 22’ possibilities for g. So if the strllcttir’: admits any function of rl 
variables, we must have 
Using the fact that 0 1411~~ 2”, and taking logarithms, gives 
2” <: rn+2r-l-r2k 
Q*, since k = n/M and r = rip/k = Mp 
2” d 2*” +Mp(n +2n’M). 0 
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2.3. Highly interconnected computations 
Covering multiplicity is a measure of the “globalness” of a computation, which 
can provide meaningful results about families of supports in which the order grows 
large along with the size of the retina. For arbitrary supports we can consider 
instead the question of how much “interconnection” among elements of the retina 
is required for a givlsn computation. 
&r&ion 2.3.1. If .H= &9. . .9 SC) is a support structure and A c R define 
Conw(A)c R to be the set 
ConH(A) = tl(Si: Si n A # ra). 
Intuitively, Imagine that H is “wired” by connecting together all pairs of elemems 
in each support. ‘ken Con(A) consists of all those points of R with “direct 
connections” to points of A. By way of analogy with 2.2.3, we will show that any 
computational scheme which can compute arbitrary Boolean functions must be 
“highly interconnected” in the sense that, for any A c R, either A must intersect many 
supports or else Con(A) must contain essentially all of R. 
eflnltion 2.3.2. A family of support structures H on retinas R is said to be highly 
Interconnected if, given any positive integer B and positive real number E, one has 
that if n is sufficiently large with respect to B, then for any subset A c R with 
IA I> HZ., either cov&4) > B or else Icon&A)1 > (1 - s )n. A predicate f is said to 
be highly interconnected if any family of’ support structures which admits f OE kge 
retinas must be highly interconnected. 
. Any family of support structures which admits arbitrary predicates 
must be highly interconnected. More precisely, if H is a support structure which admits 
arbitrary predicates on a retina R, then, for any A c R, either COVH (A) 2 ]A 1 or eise 
IConH( > n - log~(covtr(A))- 
This will follow from another simple counkg argument: 
Given collections of Boolean variables X = (xl 9 . . . , xa ) and Y = 
4Yl9 l l . 9 ytp), let t be any integer such that t < a and log;! t c b. Then there exist 
functions f : X x Y + @,I) which cannot be represented in the form 
-+(O, 1) are equivalent to functions f # from into 
the set of Boolean functions from Y into (0, 1}9 via the correspondence 
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[f”(X)](Y) = f(X m. R epresenting f in the required form is equivaltnt to finding 
a factorization of f#: 
where F is a set of t I3oolean -variables; Q(X) = (f*(X), . . . , fi(X)) and 
[g#(F)]( Y)= g(F, Y). To demonstrate that not all functions factor in this way, we 
need only consider the sizes of the sets involved: An element of X can take on 2” 
possible values, and there are 2*” possib!e values for an element of {O, Y}‘. To 
construct a function f” which does not factor, first enumerate the elements of X: 
VI, 212, . * . , VT” 
and the elements of (0, l}* : 
5‘1,529 * - - ,522b. 
The-e are two cases, depending on the relative sizes elf a and b: 
(I) If 2b >a > t let f#(vj)= 5, for i = 1, . . . ,2”. Then the image off” contains 9” 
diqtinct element:, so that f” cannot factor through F, which has size 2’ < 2”. 
(2) If a > 2” :. t,letf#(Vi)=[ifOri=l...., 21h. Then the image of f” contains 
22” distinct elements, so that f” cannot factor through F, which has size 2’ ( 2’h. El 
IPro& of 2 53. For any A c R define R (A) c R to be the set ( - Zon( 4))u 4. i.e.. 
delete fr om R all variables which li,: in Con(A) but not in A. Th:: inclusion 01’ R(A) 
in R induces a surjection (0, ljR + (0, 1 )R’A). Set t = cov(A), A to be the variables in 
A, and Y to be the M - ICon( variables in W(A) -- .4. Then mq’ predicate OF H 
which is admitted by H induces a predicate on 4y{A) OC the form 
g(f!:X), f2(X), - * * , fr(X), Y). Now apply 2.3.4. El 
In the case of l/M-fractional supports. the followi.lg combinatorial argument 
shows that interconnectedness implies high covering multiplicity: 
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For any of the retinas R in the family, let RM be the subset of R consisting of 
points lying in fewer than M supports: 
RM = (i E R : k:ov({i)) <Ad}. 
Note, in particular, that RI consists of all points with covering multiplicity 0. Then 
and 
Therefore, we have 
or 
pc 2.44 - (A4 -- l)IR&n - (IR&n). (1) 
If P c {Si) is some collection of the supports in X, define Ru to be the subset of R 
consisting of those points which are contained in only those supports which lie in a: 
R,=(kR: i&Si for S&r}. 
Consider now the unions f the R, over all sets cr of M - 1 partial predicates. This 
union BS precisely the subset of R consisting of points i for which cov({i}) s M - 1. 
That is, 
R&f= u R,. 
bj=M-I (2) 
If r is the rank of H then the number of sets cp containing precisely 1~4 - 1 supports 
is equal to the binomial coefficient 
( -) 
/ d . Notice that for a given cr, cov(R,) 
cannot be greater than 101. Thus, according to the remark noted at the beginning of 
the proof, we have l&l < En on large retinas whenever lcrl= M - 1. Eq. (2) there- 
fore implies that 
Combining this with lR,l <HZ and Eq. (1) yields: 
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Since the order of H ‘1s equal to n/M, we have that r = pM. Substituting this into 
the above inequality and using the fact that gives 
Now, given any 8 > 0, whoose E small emugh so that E[(M - 1)2”” + I] c 6 and 
consitier retinas with n large enough so that (3) holds. Suppose, for n this large, we 
had p<M-8. Then 2 ““<2M’, so .&4-1)2WM+1]<6, and 
jh -4_e[(M - 1)2PM +11<p+S~M--8+&M, . 
which wotlld contradict (3). Therefore we must have /L > M - 6. I.3 
2.4. Interconnectedness of the connectivity predicate 
Theorem 2.4.1. The predicate [X is connected] is highly interconnected. 
The proof arises as a generalization of the simple observation that connectivit! 
cannot be admitted by a support structure of rank 2 in which the retina is palti- 
tioned into disjoint halves, as can be seen immediately by considering the connec- 
tivity af the figures formed by the various combinations Si u T, shown in Fig. 5. This 
construction has been generalized by Papert [9] to show that, if we allow only those 
strrr:tures in which no support intersects both the left and right halves of the retina, 
then the rank required for determining connectivity must grow arbitrarily large on 
large retinas: 
rogositio;l: 2. .2. Suppue H is ci family of sppport structures which adeits [X is 
connecteLEl. aid that no support in H intersects both the left and right halves of the 
retina. ‘I-hen. as n increases, the rank of ,H must grow at least as rapidly as V’PL 
roof. Consider the family of figures illustrated in Fig. 6, exh consisting of a 
squaie, with m horizontal lines meeting the sides of the square at contact points 
Xl, l ’ l , &I, Yl, - ’ l , y,. Each pair of Boolean m-tuples X = (x ,, . . . , x,,) and Y = 
(Yl, . * l , yq) gives a figure F(X, Y); and it is easy to see that one of these figures is 
connected if and only if each horizontal line is connected to the square, either on 
the left or on the right. In other words, F(X, Y) is connected if and only if X v Y. 
(Recall that X v Y, “X or Y”, means that for each i we have x, ti yI.> 
Let fI,. . . , fa be those partial predicates whose support lies in the Is!? half of the 
retin 3. Then, for any figure n-tuplc ,“; (F) = (‘,(Fi . . . , f2,@!) 
depends only on the r~tuple ) I-- flh.(X ). We claim, therekw, t;lat 
a 2 .a. if not, th;n there are t ;1nd ,Tai.J with /$ ( 4 j ! = 
fL P-2). then, for my rn-tugltl ~~~~nn~,~tcd ;t ant8 OP)!;~ if 
F(X2, Y) is connected. On the t ad notir,g that 
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Fig. 5. A simple rank 2 structure cannot detect connectivity for the figures Si u Tk 
WL -Xl) is connected, shows that we must have X2 v -X1. Similarly, taking 
Y= -X2 gives XI v -X2. Therefore XI = X2, and so a 5 m. Finally, observe that 
on a retina of size n, we can choose the number of horizontal strips to be pro- 
portional to Ja. El 
The next step in the proof of 2.4.1 is to extend the above construction so that the 
“contact points“ xi and yi can be distributed throughout he retina: 
2.4.3. For any kateger m there is a constant K(m) such that if E? admits 
connectMy on a retina R, and A c R with [Ai > K&a, then either cov(A) > m or eke 
icon(A)/ > R -K&z. 
oaf. Let Wr c R be the subset of .R consisting of all points which do not lie within 
distance 2.~ of the boundarv of R. Choose points x1, . . . ) AT,,, lying in A sch that 
(1) each xi is contained in RI; (2) for i # j, xi and xi do not lie within the same 
horizontal row of R, and, moreover, the horizontal rows containing xi and xi are at 
least six squares apart. (See Fig. ‘7.) Notice that we can do this so long as IA( is 
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Fig. 7. Sekcting the points s, in ixmma 2.3.3 
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greater than lRI1 plus the size sf 6m horizontal strips, i.e., IAl > 14411. Next, choose 
points yr, . . . , yen in R -eon(A) such that (I) each yi lies in RI; (2) the horizontal 
row containing any yi lies at least 6 units from the row containing any yk (j # k) or 
any xj. We cati tdo this so long as 1R -Con( > 18mJn. To prove the Lemma we 
show that these x’s and y’s can be used as “contacts” in a family of figures 
equivalent o the figures of 2.4.2. This will imply at once that cov(A)> m. 
We constuct the figures as follo)ws: Begin by renumbering the x’s from top to 
bottom, i.e., so that xi is above xj for i Cj. ‘Next arrange each llci to be a contact 
point for three horizontal “wires” as shown in Fig. 8. Extend each of these wires on 
the left to meet the boundary of RI. Now do the same thing for the y’s, onl?- shis 
time working to the right. Next, in the boundary of RI, connect the battom wire of 
each xi to the top wire of xi+l, and similarly for the y’s. Connect the top wires f * x1 
and yl, and the bottom wires for xm and ym_ Finally, make a connection “arounc 
the bottom of I?” to join the middle wire of xi to the middle of the corresponding y;* 
as follows: for (xl, ye) work in the boundary of R; for (x2, yz), in the strip 3 units ir. 
from the boundary; and so on. These latter connections all lie in R -RI, and so dz 
not interfere with the previous wires. (The final figure is illustrated in Fig. 9 for the 
case m = 3.) As in 2.4.2, these are connected if and only if X v Y. 0 
oaf of 2.4.L Given M and E, let K be the constant K(M + 1) given by Lemma 
2.4.3, and choose R large enough so that K&z <en. Then, if IAl > en arad 
ICOII(A)I < (I -- E ) n, we have that IAl and IR - Con(A) are both greater than K&L 
Hence cov(A)a M + 1 by 2..4.3, which shows that the computation is highly inter= 
connected. Cl 
2.5. Covering multiplicity of the connectivity predicate 
Applying Lemma 2.3.5 to Theorem 2.4.6, we see imml:diately that connectivity, 
unlike the “local” predicates for local convexity and [X is a single solid rectangle] 
Fig. 8. Details of the contact Xi in Lenma 24.3. 
Fig. 9. Ccnnectivity figure for Lemma 2.4.3. 
&cussed in Section 2.2, does not have finite covering multiplicity owr all fractional 
hdpports. h’r particular, d/M-.fractionaf support schemes which compute connec- 
tivity on large retinas must have lim,,, pr 3 AT. But connectivity, we expect, shorjld 
be “even more global” than that-more like computing arbitrary Boolean 
functions, where, for any fixed M, we have lim,,, ,U = ILO bv 2.2.3. Indeed, the same _
reasoning as in 2.4.2. shows that this must be true in connectivity computations, 
and th at p must t row as rapidly as JPI, so long as we assume that the supports of the 
partial predicate<* are disjoint. In this section we show that connectivity has u;:- 
bounded covering multiplicity for 1 /M-fractional supports. even if the supports al e 
allowed to overlap. We shall not, however, consider the case of arbitrary overlap. 
Rather, we restrict attention to schemes in which the supports overlap “regularly” 
according to the following prescription: 
on 2.5.31. Let R be a square retina which is partitioned into D square blocks 
of equal size. Then a d/D-reg;;;Zar .support structure is a strllcture in -.;%ich each 
support consists of som:’ fixed number d < D of t 
“dote that this is a special case of J/ - fractional supports. Supports may ovcrhq-. 
bu ‘: they must overlap “regularly’‘---two intersecting su arts 27ust necessarily have 
an entire block in common. We remark also that, aIt1 h k,ve pnrase our rtbsai!a\ 
e only for square retinas, tr?!C for a11 fami?ics OF 
nas with a suficiently large “interior”, i.e., for seqr_rences of retinas in whit 
the perimeter of R grows no fa3ter than JI 
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. For any fady of d -regular support structlrres which computes 
connectivity, the covering ~~~ti~~~~i~ st satisfy lim,,,p = cc. 
The proof uses the switching network construction to translate the problem of 
determining connectivity into that of computing an arbitrary Boolean function. 
Recall f7] that if X = (XI, . . . ,4c,) is a set of Boolean variables, and f : X + (0, 1) is a 
predicate, then a switching network for f is given by a function F which associates to 
each Boolean a-tuple a figure on a retina R such that F(xl, . . . , xa) is connecte 
and only if f(x1, . . . , xa) = 1. We can construct such a network by writing f in 
conjunctive normal form anld translating the Boolean expression into a netwoTk, 
interpreting conjunction as series coupling and disjunction as parallel coupling. For 
example, the predicate 
fh x2, X31 = [at least ? of the variables are equal to 11 
has conjunctive normal form 
(XiVX2VX3)A(5. x1 ii x2 v x3) h (xl v “X2 v x3) t-i (x1 v x2 v -3) 
and the corresponding network is shcwn in Fig‘ 10. The figure is interpreted as 
follows: when the variable xi is equal to 1, the squares marked “Xi” are filled in and 
the squares marked“NXi” are left empty. Conversely, when xi = 0, the squares 
marked “-xi” are filled in and the squares marked “xi” are left empty. These 
squares are then called the contacts of the network. 
Notice that a function of a variables can have at most a2” terms in its con- 
junctive normal form, and hence a network with this many contacts can realize any 
Boolean function of a varia.bles. This is the sense in which computations for 
determining connectivity must also be able to compute arbitrary Boolean functions. 
ing network for the ~~~ctio~ 
(XiVX*VXg)A(bX] VX*VXg)A(X1V~XZVXj)A(X1VX2VLIX3). 
The y-cd of 2.52 now rests on the following: 
Consider su;)Port structures of order Am in which each sup~~!rt consists of some 
co/k ction of d < D of the Xi. Then for LPI y fixed values of d and 
we can choose m !arge enough so that there are 
cannot be computed by structures of this typr> ha 
This lemma follows at once from 22.3. oreover. by examinin:; the proof of 
~2.3, we see that r_~ would ha;e to grow large with the same order as wr. 
* 91-k that can reaPizc any .‘unction 
ing to the variabies ii: the irh set 
all lie within the ith block. Then zny regular support structure \vhich admits 
connectivity on R must also admit arbitrary Boolean functions as in 2 5.3. As R 
becomes large we can choose iarger and larger values for f?r. T erefort p must also 
increase without bound. El 
. The above proof shows that g must grow at least as railidly as log t . 
This logarithmic factor arises from the use of the general switc5ir-q; mrwork t;- 
re.Jize arbitrary Boolean functions. It is naturs.1 to ask if there is z bouni more : 
keeping with the Jn growth observed for disjoint supports. Also, is the re home way 
to eliminate the “regularity” assumption, ard so establish 2.5.2 i’or arbitrary 
I/M-fractional supports? What is the order of growth in y;hic ,;~se’) 
techniques presented above for analyzing Boolean functions ore also ap- 
e to the study of real-valued functions. The “retina” i.: this setting i: an index 
set for n real variables (x1, . . . , xn j, ;ind the support sf a i’u&on f * 
of all indices i such that f depends on xi. This extension to the real-v 
analogous to Uesaka’s extension of 
erceptrons” [IO, 111. The 8 
functions of the f is< a furlction of 
) fewer than n of an ,c6cc:ion 1 13, 
that this linearity r r:nt is tot-; res,tt2zti~,e to serve ii< a basis for 2 
study of structural c 
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d 
rather than merely summation, 6% the “output stage” would enable us to compute 
mult using any partition of the (~1, . , . , xn> as supports flrar the f;:. (This is exactly 
analogous to the comments on the parity predicate in Section 1.2.) 
In the sections below we shall work in the category of real-valued differentiable 
functions. From this point of view we analyze, in Section 3.2, the covering multi- 
@Ifcity necessary compute arbitrary polynomials. Section 3.3 applies the same ideas 
to computing the determinant of a matrix and solving systems of hnear equations. 
All of these results are based on a theorem on functional decomposition proved in 
Section 3.1. 
3.1. The decomposition theorem 
Following the framework of Section 2 we wiil say that a support structure 
6 1, . . . , -C,) admits differentiably a function f: Zi” +X 2 f can be represented in the 
form f = g(fi, . . . , fr) where support c Si and g, fi, . . . , fi are differentiable. We 
will also consider situations in which f is defined only locally in some neighborhood 
U c: R” in which case we require that g and the fi be locally defined. To investigate 
conditions under which this can be done, consider first a simple kind of support 
structure in which the variables Xi are partitioned into two disjoint sets X = 
(xl ,...&and Y=&+l, . . . , x,). Let Diff (X) denote the algebra of real-valued 
differentiable functions of the variables in X. For any f : R” + R let 0 (/X, f) denote 
the module generated over 08(X) by the a functions 8fiaxi, . . . , af/ax,. _ 
Theorem 3.U (The decomposition theorem). If f: UC R" X R"-" + R is a 
diffeLrentiable ,&action which can be represented as
fW9 u= g(fdX), . . . 5 f,(X), Y), 
where g : Rr+(n-a)* R and f;: : a+R,i=l,..., r are di ferentiable, then the module 
A (X, f) has rank at most r throughout U. Conversely, i’ f is continuously differenti- 
able, and A(X, f) has rank at most r, then there is an ollen subset V c LT on which f 
can be so represented. 
Proof. Differentiating the equation f = g(fi, . . . , fr, Y) with respect to any xi E X 
gives 
aflaxi = C @g/afi)@.Vaxi I- 
Each J$ and therefore each afi/ax, lies in Diff(X). Hence Gf/tbj lies in the module 
genemted over Diff(X) by the r functions ag/&j. Since this jr; true for all i, we have 
that 4 of A(X, f> is contained wit:rin this module and is therefore of rank at most r. 
To sbaw that the condition is &o sufficient, begin by choosing any p = (px, p .r) E 
U ad r f 1 sets of particular values YIV , . . , Y,+l for the variables Y such that the 
pairs (px, py) all lie in U, and consider the functions fi(X) =,+(X, Y,). We claim that 
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for any values Yi the matrix 
Ilafi/aXjll, i=l,..., r+l, ]=I., .,a 
as rank at most r. 
, 
To prove this, pick any r+ 1 columns, say, for nlotational simplicity, columns 1 
hrough r + 1, According to the hypothesis on d (X, f) we have 
af(x, Y)/axr+l = C <Pr+l,j(X)(df(X, Y j/ax,), 
j=l . . . ..r 
where the pl+r,j(X) are functions of X alone. Thus we can substitute any Yi for Y 
in the above equation to get 
Since the <p,+l,j(X) are independent of i this shows that 
((p. + 1)st column of matrix) = c prtl,#)(jth column of matrix) 
i 
which ni*o\-es the claim. 
Now to complete the proof of the theorem, choose Y1, . . . , Yrtl to maximize the 
rank af Il&O~$ Denoting this maximum rank by HZ, m d Y by the claim. Without 
loss of generality we may assume that the first nt rows of the matrix are linearly 
independent. Consider now the function 
where 
WC Y)= (f(X, YhfdX), . . . ,frn(x), Y). 
By choice of the YIF . . . , Y,+l we have that the rank of F is at most FR + n -a 
Therefore the functions describing the image of 17 are functionally dependent [I 1, 
(This is where one needs that f is continuously differentiable.) Moreover, the set of 
points at whi& the fl., . . . , fm have maximal rank forms an open set V c U, and at 
any such point p = (px, p& V we can apply the implicit function theorem to solve 
the functional dependence relation for f(X, Y), i.e., there exists a continuously 
differentiable function g defined in a neighborhood of px such that 
ate: En the case r = 1 this theorem reduces to a result of Leon&f [4]. 
To relate 3.1.1 to 
Rc{l,. .,n} to be t 
(&)iezB* 
work of Section 2, M’t_” dehne 
a of differentiable functions in a 
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Cmdlay 3.1.2. Suppose XT is u support structure which admits diflerentiably the 
, and Ac(1,. . . , n). Then among the derivatives @f/d&A, at 
most CQV~ (A) are linearly independent over Diff (ConH (A)). 
Proof. Proceed just as above, noting that, for any i E A 
where the summation ranges over j E cov((i}); aracl that for any such j 
a,fi/ax, EDiB(Con({i))) c DiR(Con(A)). q 
3.2. Poiyl:~omial evaluation 
We now apply the results of 3-l to prove that support structures whick adn.,rt 
arbitrary :pslynomials must te h$@y interconnected, and of infinite covering 
multiplicity for fractional supp~%: 
Pk~p&k~ 3.2- 1 If &H is a support structure which admits differentiably the poly- 
nomial P(:xl, . . . , Xm)=&,iX+i then for any A ~(1,. . . , n), either cov(A)*)Af or 
else con(A) is the entire index set (1, . . . , n). 
Roof. Suppose that there is some index i not contained in Con(A). By renumber- 
ing the x’s we may assume that this index is n, and that A = { 1, . . . , (AI]. (This 
renumbering does not change P, which is symmetric in the xi.) Then Diff(Con(A))c 
Difi(x*, . .I. , x,_~). Moreover 
%‘(Xl, . . . , Xn)=Cxjx;=Cxjx~+ 1 CXjXi 
id i i#n j 
==xE +- 1 xix:+ 1 xnxr, mod Diff(xl, . . . , ~~-1) 
j#n i#n 
and so, taking the derivative with respect o xk (k f n) gives 
a.P/axk =x: +~x~x:-', mod Diff(xl, . . . , x&. 
As the rczlder can verify, this equation implies that the module generated by 
(aP/8x&,,4 contains the IAl elements xn, x’, . . . , xLA1, which are linearly in- 
dependent over DiR(xI, . . . , xnel) and hence over Diff(Con(A)). Therefore, by 
3.1.2 we have cov(A)aIAI. 0 
.2. Any family of support s~uctures which difierentiably admits arbi- 
trary polynlomials mwst be highly interconnected. Consequently in any family of such 
structures with 1 /M-fractional supports the convering multiplicity satisfies 
l Em nw%/id*- 22 Ma 
e from 3.12.1 and 2.3.5. Cl 
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3.3. Matrices and linear equations 
VVe next turn from the computation of arbitrary polynomials to conb!,ler 0-w 
specific polynomial which expresses the determinant of a matrix in terms of the 
matrix elements. The retina here is an index set of n2 real variables (x1 1, . . . , .xn,, j 
+kh -we view as a matrix X = /lXijil. The function det : (xii j + det(X) is a polynomi.4 
c:’ cltyrec. n. Expanding det by the ith row shows that 
(a/ax,,) det = *X”, 
where X4i is the cofactor of xii, itself a determinant of order n - 1. 
L;e 33.1. Let S = (~1, , . . , sn) be any collection of n of the variables xi,. (That r’s, 
each sk represents some Xii.) ket Xk be the cofactor of sk. Then tke cofactm 
x’, . . . , X” are lirzearly independent over EM&l, . . . , s,). 
roof, By permuting the rows and co !zmns of .Y and reordering the Sk’s we may 
assume mat s1 = x11. The cofactors X’, . . . , Xk are sums of monomials of degree 
n - 1. The key to the lemma is the claim that, in the expansion of X ” there is at 
least one monomial which does not contain any of the x’s lying in S. 
To prove this claim we note that, since X *i is itself a determinant of order n - 1, 
the monomials cy in the expansion for X” are the products CY = cyz - . . a,, where Q’, 
lies in the jth column of X and no two aj’s lie in the same row. So we must show 
thak there is at least one such set of ai’s, none of which lie in S. Let c, be the number 
of elements of S lying in the 1 ‘th column of X. By permuting the columns, we may 
assumes that c1 zcz+ l .tcn. There are two cases to consider; 
Case 1: c1 > 1. We want to choose cyl from the second column. There :lre 
r1 -. 1 - c 1 possible choices, Likewise, in choosinj 7 cy3 from the third column, and not 
lying in the same row as cy,, there are H - rr 3 - c3 choices. In general, there are 
ta -(j- ‘I)-ci choices for ai. We need to know, then, that 
?Z>Cj+(j-l), j”2,...,n w 
in older to be sure that there are choices possible at each step. But Csi =z n and 
~~zc*~~ l l acn so that ci G n/j. Also, if ci > 1 we can be sure that c, = 0 for 
j > h/2. So we need only verify (4) for j < n : 
Cj+(j-- l)<(n/j)+(j- l)=[(j-n)(j- l)/i]+n <fl. 
Therefore we can construct a! as required. 
Gse 2: cI = 1. In this case each column of X contzir~s on cnfc 0; S. Now, if 
some row contains mor one element of S we can prove r-es!_& by applying 
Casf: 1 to the transpose (which has the same deter X ). OtIrerv’-‘ise. if
umn contains one we maw permute r0ws anei 
e sk are precisely P Ij’BL’27,fS Clf Y. If S!’ ‘tuCC ca:‘l r:*ke 
the !monomiall 0 to be, e.g., Xz3XY4 . -I/X- 1.1. Tik pPo,b’es tk hi 
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Now to complete the proof of the lemma, let i=‘ = Diff(sl, . . . , sa), and suppose 
that the X” were linearly dependent over F, i.e., . 
; fkXk = 0, where f&s F. 
Now let a! be the monomial in X1 whose existence is assured by the above claim, 
and set X1 = a + p. We would then have 
f’ia == -f$ - C fkXky 
k=2,....n 
(5) 
Let t1, , . . , t,+-n be those xii which do not lie in S and regard (5) as an equation in 
the polynomial ring F[tr, . . . , tn2-n 1. The construction of a guarantees that, as qn 
element c:bf this ring, a has degree n - 1. Also, the terms on the right side of (5) have 
de.gree at most n - 1. Moreover, none of these terms can be equal to a, since a 
monomial in the expansion of the cofactor of an elerment of a matrix cannot also lie 
in the exparL _I 1 of a cofactor of a different element of the matrix. Therefore Eq. 
(5) is impossilble. Cl 
./%s a consequence we deduce a theorem about the distributed computation of 
determinants: Suppose we have an n x n matrix X, whose entries we partition into 
n sets Si of order n. (The Si can be the rows, columns, &z X Jn submatrices or 
whatever.) Consider computing det(X) by first evaluating separate “preprocessing” 
functions fi of the Si and then combining the result3 of the fi by some function g. 
We find that computing a determinant is a worst case for this kind of distributed 
computation: 
Theorem 3.3.2. Let H = (&, . . . , S,,) be a support structure for functions of n2 
variables where the Si are pairwise disjoint and of size n. If Hdifferentiably admits the 
detmminant function, then cov(Si) 2 n for all j. 
Proof. Since the Sj are disjoint, we have Con($)= Sj and the theorem follows 
immediately from 3.3.1 and 3.1.2. Cl 
In other words, no matter what “local” computations we make based on the n 
elements of each Si, we still must transmit n numbers to be combined by g. From 
the communication point of vie w, there is no point in doing any local computations 
at aSI. We may as we!! transmit he n elements of Si to g directly. 
As a final application of th(:se ideas, consider the problem of solving an n x n 
system of linear equations Xy = b based on dividing the matrix X into columns. 
That is to say, each of the elements yi should be computebj by a structure in which 
each support can intersect at most one column of X (and we’ll also allow each 
partial function to access any entry of b). As with deter: rxinants, this turns out to be 
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a worst case: the information needed from each column of X cannot be transmitted 
by fewer than n difierentiable fiunctions: 
flheorern 3.3.3. Lei b be a fixed non-zero n-vector, and let yj(X) be the jth entry of 
the solution to the system of linear equations Xy = b. Suppose &at H is a support 
structure which diflerentiably admits yj, and that each support in H is contained 
with.‘rt a single column of X. Then, for the jth column Xi of X, we have COV(Xj)* n. 
Proof. Let b’X denote the “augmented matrix” in which the jth column of X is 
replaced by b. By Cramer’s rule, Yj -- Ib’Xi/\Xl. Hence, for any element Xik 
@j/d&k = ll’lx12[(lx[)(aIb’Xl/axik)- (Ib’~\)@\xl/%k>]. 
. 
For any j, if b is non-zero, there are matrices X for which IX/ # 0 and lbiX! f 0. So 
consider the elements in the jth column of X, i.e., take j = /C in the above quation. 
Since \b%\ does not involve the variable xii, a\bjXl/ax, = 0 and so 
But, by Lemma 3.3.1 the X”, X”‘. . . . , x Oi are linearly independent over 
DiR(.x,j, . . , Xnj). Hence the multiples of these polynomials by jb’X]/jXI’ are also 
linearly independent. Corollary 3.1.2 therefore implies that cov(Xj) 3 n. El 
3~. Relations with Hilbert’s 13 th problem 
The preceding perspective on the complexity of functions is related to in- 
vestigations growing out of Hilbert’s 13th problem, which concerns the possibilit: 
of representing functions of several variables as superpositions of functions of B 
smaller ilumber of variables. (For a survey see IS].) Notable among these is thtb 
result due to Kolmogorov and Arnol’d [3] tE\at any continuclUs function can alwav~. 
be expressed as a superposition of contitluous functions of two variables. On the 
other hand, it is known that this cannot be done if the functions in the decom- 
posie;ion are required !o satisfy differentiability constraints. This qua!itative 
difkence between differentiable and non-differentiable decompositions suggests 
there is no straigMxward extension of the techniques oi the previous sectionc to 
aIlolw for non-dicerentiable partial functions. 
4. Conclusion; i$uestiims for furt 
T,‘lis paper has suggeste;l p; eciss computational forrn&-iIicbl-1s whict.. ir??Crf’l C2t 
su169 vague notions as “global”, “gestalt” or “the difficulty of dividing ii c:~nlpU 
tation into independent simpler par1.s”. Fhc goal i:. t(b cj2e\, r3jq-1 mc.aninf.Jul mtx:iL ::rc~. 
of complexity which reflect only how the pieces ul a computation BHC int~rrel:~a~i. 
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and are independent of the specific operations performed by each piece. Hopefully, 
such an effort could lead to a unified perspective for discussing problems of “parts 
and wholes” in corny,- -ll*ational geometry, in numerical computatien, in distributed 
data processing, and perhaps even in artificial intelligence and cognitive theory as 
indicated in [S]. 
The theory is still at an embryonic stage, and the reader will no doubt recognize 
numerous ways in which the above results can be improved. What can one say 
about the order of growth of covering multiplicity for connectivity or other 
geometric predicates? Are there general techniques for establishing lower bounds 
for the covering multiplicity. of ‘specific Boolean functions? The decomposition 
theorem of Section 3.1 is a differentiable analogue of results of Ashenhur$t ;Pn 
“disjoint decompositions” in switching theory [2]. Can this be extended to more 
general decompositions ? We have only hinted at applications to the study ,k’ 
distributed data bases. Developing covering multiplicity criteria in this context is 
surely a major area left untouched by the present investigation. Other extensions of 
the theory could deal with “continuous retinas”., in which tht: siirbsets S c .R become 
measures defined on the plane, and the predicates f become functions on the 
Hilbert space of measures. It is also important to develop alternative measures of 
“local and global” complexity and contrast these with covering multiplicity. For 
example, there should be a whole: spectrum of “interconnectedness” running from 
non-overlapping support structures to the highly interconnected structures defined 
in Section 2.3, and one should be able to measure precise!y the “intrinsic inter- 
connectedness” required for computing a function. Certainly, much remains to be 
done in this area. 
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